
 Warming ShowcaseWarranty card

Product name User name and address

NB-RGG1Purchase date date
Distribution unit 

(Gai Zhang)
Production code

This product implementation of the "three packs", such as 
failure of the user can not be ruled out, you can contact 
our factory or the local maintenance department to 
resolve, in the after-sales maintenance free of charge 
within six months.

NB-RGG2
Frist The user must fill in the purchase is the warranty card, 

and executed by the dealer unit signature, after the use 
of the card number service.

NB-RGG3Two
Where the use of the provisions of the provisions of the 
wiring, improper use, transport and other damage caused 
by the need to replace parts of the product, the factory 
only to recover parts costs.                   
   

Three shall be my factory "three bags" maintenance, please 
contact me with a letter or telephone factory, and 
explain the number of products, and damage.

Product specification



Warning： Product use must comply with the instruction manual, if there is 
any violation of operation, there is an accident, the factory is 
not responsible.

6、
the use of finished, when cleaning, in order to 
prevent accidents: the power must be cut off.

7、
In the use of the process, such as abnormal phenomenon, 
should stop using, please troubleshooting, can continue 
to use.  
    The product must be used before safety grounding

It is strictly prohibited to use water spray pipe for washing!
Four

transportation and storage:

This factory product design novel and unique, beautiful shape, arc 
shape, two layers of display, surrounded by transparent glass, 
with optional temperature, temperature display, temperature 
uniformity, and a humidity compensation and keep the food's 

In the process of transportation, should prevent 
vibration, collision, inversion, extrusion, water and non 
corrosive gas should be stored in a warehouse.

Five cleaning and maintenance

One 
performance

Use is completed, with the use of non corrosive cleaning 
agent, wipe clean thermal insulation cabinet.

Thermal insulation, moisture. The paint has prohibited the use of dissolved liquid to 
wipe the surface thermal insulation cabinet.Two the main technical parameters Six electrical schematic

model
voltage

 V
Frequency

Hz
Power
KW

Outline dimension
 mm

NB-RGG1 220 50 0.65 342*382*510 ⊗
NB-RGG2 220 50 0.65 342*406*412

NB-RGG2 220 50 0.65 500*380*465

Three installation operation method:

1、  the product must be safely grounded before use!

2、 The voltage must be in conformity with the rated voltage before 
the product is used:

3、
In each time before turning on the power supply of the water basin 
of water.

4、
switch on the power, the power indicator light, rotating heating 
switch, choose the food temperature, can make the space 
temperature rise, by natural convection, can keep the temperature 
of each layer.

5、
In the use process, such as the need for lighting, can open the 
lighting switch, can make the operation more convenient, better 
display effect, at the same time can open the top decorative 
lights, can increase the display effect.
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